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wisecracks which interrupt reading and understanding. The author has included a large 
number of remarks on the history of mathematics and computation theory. Cartoon 
illustrations and questionable jokes complete the picture. It may be the case that your 
reviewer is gradually becoming an ultra-conservative who will never buy the wisdom of 
contemporary pedagogical insights, but let’s be fair: not my style and far too elementary. 
I therefore can’t recommend this book for classroom use. 
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The book presents algebraic and state-based specification techniques based on the 
language COLD-K. It explains the constructs offered by that language and illustrates 
very well how to use them. 
The language COLD-K, developed at the Philips Research Laboratories in Eindhoven 
within the ESPRIT project 432 (METEOR) mainly by H.B.M. Jonkers, differs from 
other specification languages like OBJ, CLEAR amd Act-one. COLD-K is not based 
on the initial algebra approach. It is based on loose semantics and partial algebras. 
There is a special definedness operation but many of the language constructs deal with 
definedness and undefinedness in an implicit way. The language for writing assertions 
is the first-order predicate logic with the additional possibility of inductive predicate 
and function definitions. This requires that no junk and no confusion axioms have to be 
specified explicitly. COLD-K does not offer constructs for higher-order functions. 
The advantage of COLD-K with respect o the algebraic specification languages like 
OBJ is that it unifies algebraic and state-based techniques. 
State-based specifications are semantically based on the states as algebras approach. 
The intuition behind it is a state machine where algebras are associated to the states 
in such a way that the signature of the algebras is fixed for all states. Since each state 
has its own algebra associated with it, it is possible to have variable sorts, predicates 
and functions. Operations on states or more precisely state transition relations are ex- 
pressed by procedures. The atomic concepts of a state-based specification that make up 
a so-called class-signature may be divided into sort, predicate, function and procedure 
definitions. Forgetting the procedure definitions yields the signature of the algebras as- 
sociated with the states. In this semantically richer situation first-order predicate logic 
with inductive definitions is not sufficient to express assertions. Based on the Algo- 
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rithmic Logic, introduced by A. Salwicki and G. Mirkowska also and perhaps better 
known as Harel’s dynamic logic, four constructs are added to the assertion language: 
initially assertions, always assertions, sometimes assertions and previously assertions, 
whereas the latter ones may only occur in always assertions and previously assertions. 
This additional constructs offer the full power of dynamic logic for the specification of 
procedures. 
COLD-K is not only a specification language it is also a design language that can be 
used in all intermediate stages of design ranging from specification to implementation. 
This aim is achieved by constructs in COLD-K that allow the description of algorithms 
including the concept of side-effects in case of state-based algorithms. 
The main goal of the book is not the description of the language features but to show 
how algebraic and state-based specification techniques can be effectively used in the 
software development process. This aim is reflected in the structure of the book. In Part I 
algebraic specification techniques are presented together with methodological guidelines 
about structuring and implementing algebraic specifications. Part II presents state-based 
specification techniques together with methodological guidelines about structuring and 
implementing state-based specifications. Part III contains some theoretical topics and 
advanced language features and it deals briefly with the specification of large systems. 
The language constructs and the methodological guidelines are presented together with 
instructive examples. Especially the methodological topics make the present book very 
recommendable. 
Since the present book is not the only one and even not the first one on the market 
about formal specification and design there should be a serious comparison with similar 
languages and systems, for instance with the RSL language and the RAISE system. 
The comparison of COLD-K with the initial algebra approach in Section 9.3 is not 
well-founded. The described advantages of COLD-K are only correct in the case of 
algebraic specifications that are completely initially constraint. Most languages based 
on the initial algebra approach offer the possibility of initial constraints as axioms in 
addition to conditional equations. In that case the described advantages of COLD-K 
disappear. 
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This book is an excellent exposition of the research by the authors (and others) in the 
area of semantic techniques for the efficient and correct implementation of (functional) 
